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"WE TRAVEL, NOT TO ESCAPE LIFE BUT FOR LIFE NOT TO ESCAPE US!
Traveling and exploring new destinations is the ultimate desire we all hold in our hearts, the thrill of enjoying new and undiscovered places is something that few other things
can replace. And Indians these days are on a travelling spree, while in our childhood days the exotic location used to be limited to Manali, Shimla and Massourie with special treats
being places like Rajasthan and Kerala. However times are changing at a very fast pace, no longer do foreign locations like Singapore, Malaysia and even Europe seem like far
away! We Indians, are all packed to jet set go and explore the new and exotic locations!
At SPAG we strive to map out the new trends in the market regularly and as a committed partner in the travel and tourism sector, it is our endeavor to provide insights that can
be leveraged by everyone who forms part of this exciting sector to build its brand, market itself to the right audience and grow along with the sector.
Our India’s Outbound Travel Report MustWander is part of this commitment and I believe you will find it informative and representing the clear picture of where the country’s
outbound travel industry is at present and what are its future growth possibilities. This annual report is a mix of both primary and secondary research that helps in understanding
the latest trends in the outbound industry and the ongoing evolution of Indian travelers. According to a new study by the McKinsey Global Institute, if India continues on its
current high-growth path, the Indian market will undergo a major transformation over the next 13 years.
The annual MustWander report would be of a great help for marketers as it has a primary research section that constitutes the segmentation of travel destinations based on
different parameters. Additionally, the importance of social media has been highlighted as it is perceived as a significant marketing channel, ahead of consumer reviews, mobile
and pay-per-click advertising.
Hopefully you have as much fun reading the report, as we had making it and tred on this journey together!
Bon Voyage!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MustWander: India’s Outbound Travel Report is for those who want to have a detailed view of the sector,
insights on the trends and analysis of the key drivers. The report aims to highlight the different aspects of the outbound travel industry as well as direction
for various players, ranging from tourism officers of various countries and destinations, and travel and hospitality players to anyone who has interest in the
sector.
Indians have emerged as one of the largest groups both in terms of volume as well as overall value of spend in the outbound travel sector. It is being
predicted that this sector is expected to expand further in the coming years.
Our report gives a detailed view and future growth prospects about the industry, helping tour operators and travel agents in segmenting the target
audiences. The report provides latest trends in the sector as well as takes deep dive into segments that will lead this growth - who are these individuals,
which part of India do they belong to, how do they seek information and what are key factors based on which they take decisions? The report covers all
such aspects that any marketer of the sector would like to know.
The report also provides details on the role of social media with specific focus on travel sector and how to leverage it for maximum impact on different
segment of target audience in India. One of the key findings that have emerged is the creation of several community groups which not only share their
experiences and influence the choices in a big way, but also are taking lead in driving tourism in India and thus becoming ‘Influential’ group, but not being
engaged till now by anyone.
In the end, we have concluded the report with our special insights on demographics and segmentation of travel destinations. In this segment, we have
carried out a detailed research and identified the top 15 travel destinations and divided them into three broad categories keeping in mind all the essential
financial and other parameters.

BROAD VIEW
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in the world at present, and India has emerged as a major outbound
market over the past decade as a result of its large population, expanding economy, emerging middle class and liberalizing travel and aviation environment. The increase in disposable income has energized the sector to grow further and accordingly the outbound tourism is on its positive growth.
The size of the Indian middle class currently stands at approximately more than

350 million; roughly the size of the population of the US and grow-

ing at an estimated 40-50 million annually.

India is ranked as one of the top five countries for potential outbound travel. The number of Indians travelling overseas is set to rise from nearly 15 million at present to 50 million by 2020.
With 17% of the world’s population (and a median age of 25 years),

According to a recently released Amadeus-Frost & Sullivan tourism industry report, Indians travelling to Asia-Pacific alone spent $13.3 billion in 2011.
This figure is set to zoom to

$91 billion by 2030, making Indians the second-biggest spenders, after China, in the world on overseas travel.

There was a time when Indian travelers were perceived to be cautious and non-experimental. Indian travelers are a familiar sight all over the globe today.
No destination is too distant, too expensive or too adventurous for the savy Indian vacationers.
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EXPANDING HORIZON OF INDIAN TRAVELERS
TOP PREFERENCES OF INDIAN VISITORS:

TOP OUTBOUND TOURISTS STATES

GUJARAT

DELHI

MAHARASTRA

WEST BENGAL

Gujarat takes the
top slot when it
comes to outbound
travel

Delhi is also in the
race to produce
maximum outbound
tourists

Maharashtra is also
a front runner for
offering tourists to
international
circuits

West Bengal is also
flourishin gas major
market for outbound
travel

67% of the outbound travellers come from Western India and that too from Gujarat and
Maharashtra.
The number of outbound tourits from India to international destinations jumped by
6.7% to 14.9 2 million in 2012 over the previous year, according to Tourism Ministry
data.

INDIA Vs CHINA
Along with India, China is a major and increasingly important outbound market. However, there are two major differences:

1) Modus operandi - While China is a controlled and regulated market, which is progressively liberalizing its outbound travel according to specific
Approved Destination Status criteria, Indians are free to travel wherever, whenever and however they wish.

2) Social structures - Compared to the Chinese, Indians have a higher level of travel experience and speak better English. The Indian travel market
is already showing signs of `maturing` as it comprises repeat travelers and niche markets.
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OUTBOUND TRAVELERS – SEGMENTATION
BUSINESS TRAVELERS

India’s business and MICE travel market is flourishing at a rapid pace and several countries, including Canada, Singapore, Macau and USA are already
working on their part to capitalize on this segment. An industry report by Amadeus-Frost & Sullivan has revealed that business travel represented the
strongest growth in travel from India, with an almost fivefold increase in travel expenditure for business reasons over the past five years. The Singapore
Tourism Board has also come up with stats that Indian business travelers in Singapore spend more than their counterparts from other countries. An average business traveler from India spends S$2,200 a trip, while the average spend by business travelers from other countries is S$2,000. Meanwhile, a joint
study by Expedia-Egencia on 'Future of Travel' has found that nearly 44% Indians undertake five business trips in a year, around 44% Indian said they
had turned their business trip into a vacation but travelled alone for the business part and 42% said they have had a family member or friend join them.
India is amongst the fastest growing business travel markets globally and is expected to be a USD50 billion market by 2017.

26.20%

leisure travel spends
Business travel Spends

73.80%

MICE TRAVELERS

Source: travel & tourism Economic Impact, 2012, WTTC

The overall size of the global travel and tourism industry is more than 6 trillion dollars, and out of this about 350 dollars a year comes only from MICE or
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions. Around 10,000 large events are held every single year around the globe. The Indian scenario is no less
significant. Of the 16 million people who travel abroad from India, 1.2-1.5 million go purely for MICE. Today, it has emerged as a full-fledged industry with
its own issues, demands and trends, Today’s Traveler Newswire noted. Europe in particular is attracting huge numbers of Indian exhibitors and visitors.
International Congress & Convention Association (ICCA) has quoted that a total of 400,000 conferences and exhibitions are being held worldwide every
year at a total outlay of US$280 billion. The Global Association of the Exhibition Industry (UFI) points out that as annual MICE industry output value has
already reached US$1.16 trillion, it would bring enormous economic benefits to the countries and cities that host them.

VISITING FRIENDS AND RELATIVES (VFR)

VFR is one of the most crucial segments of the Indian outbound travel market as nearly 100 million Indians are settled abroad. In pre-liberalisation days,
with little disposable income and fewer options, holidays for most middle-class Indians were about visiting friends and families in India. It is a trend that
is playing out well overseas among globetrotting Indians. The VFR travelers operate completely different than those who are on standard vacation as they
travel for longer time duration and stay with friends and relatives instead of booking hotels. According to the Amadeus-Frost & Sullivan report, a high 43%
of leisure travelers from India say visiting friends and relatives was the main reason behind their overseas travel. Additionally, several airlines launch
attractive and economical packages specially to lure VFR travelers. Good leisure activities, scenic/natural beauty, tourist friendly, affordable flight fares
and high entertainment are some of the primary travel motives in the VFR segment.

JET SETTERS

This is considered as a small segment, yet very important and high-end. It constitutes regular travelers who love shopping, skiing and looking for new
experiences. A survey conducted by Dubai to gauge visitor feedback found that Indian travelers pursue water sports, family-oriented entertainment
products and even desert safaris. It has also seen arrivals growth among Indian golfers. Other NTOs revealed interest in ski products, theme parks,
cruises, spas, health and relaxation.

HONEYMOONERS

This is also seen as another rapidly growing and majorly important travel segment. The travelers in this segment prefer staying for long and are high
yielding. Romantic destinations coupled with scenic beauty, art and opera are highly preferable. To capitalize on this lucrative segment, airlines have
come up with special fares for travel to destinations like Mauritius, Malaysia and Thailand.

WOMEN ONLY TRAVEL

Women only travel, though not a big segment in India’s outbound travel market at present, has a lot of potential to grow significantly in the coming years.
This can be predicted as women in the country are becoming economically and socially independent and want to explore the world around. According to a
report by Amadeus-Frost & Sullivan, women business travelers, today pegged at 25% of the total, are set to rise by 891% by 2030.There are several travel
companies that offer specially designed women-specific packages keeping in mind their interest, choices and preferences. The size of these travel groups
are generally small and comes with lots of benefits, such as specially selected women-interest activities, supportive and relaxed atmosphere, chance to
explore new territories, make new like-minded friends and renewed self-confidence. The women only tours can also be seen as a treat to overworked women
and housewives who get an opportunity to escape their monotonous routine and enjoy a sense of fulfillment.

THE YOUNG TRAVELLER

India is one the youngest countries in the Asia Pacific Region with 32% of population currently in 20-39 age bracket. this huge chunk of population represents
an enourmous growth for travel segment.

TRAVEL PACKAGES
ONLINE DEALS

The Indian tourism industry is witnessing an increase in demand for packaged tours among Indians travelling overseas. But more and more globetrotting
Indians are turning experimental, looking to customize trips, opting for offbeat destinations and newer experiences. Online portals like Makemytrip, Cleartrip,
Expedia etc now offer customised online deals inclusind all travle modes (air, rail, road) as well as bookings for hotels and other accomodation options. At
present, tour and travel companies are flooded with several opportunities to differentiate themselves and customize their offerings to lure international travelers from India.

EXTENDED WEEKEND ABROAD

Nowadays travelers are choosing to venture farther abroad during long weekend vacations, with many of their trips being secured last-minute. The introduction of direct flights to a number of foreign tourist destinations has led Indians to spend their extended weekends overseas. The biggest jump in this segment
is witnessed in short-haul direct international flights — anything around five hours of flight time. Maldives, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, the
UAE and Dubai have come up as major emerging destinations

SPORTS TRAVEL

The sports travel segment offers valuable opportunities to countries to attract international tourists. Sports associations as well as airlines are engaged in a
range of marketing initiatives, including online and magazine promotions and publicity events to capitalize on this segment by promoting their respective countries as a premier sports destination. Cricket, football and golf are among the most talked and followed about sports. India has a lot of sports enthusiasts who
are ready to travel to any part of the world to watch their favorite sporting events.

EDUCATIONAL TRIPS

Study tours and educational trips are gaining popularity in India as they enhance learning and allow students time to bond with their peers and have a range
of new experiences outside the classroom. Several major universities in countries, including the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand conduct regular
seminars and exhibitions to tap student interest. The availability of cost-effective accommodation in numerous countries is also one of the major driving factors
behind the increasing popularity of this segment. South Africa and Kenya are focusing on attracting wildlife and nature educational trips, while Singapore
offers studies in health care and various academic fields like management and communications.

TRAVEL PACKAGE SEGMENT
Tier 2nd City Travelers Prefer Self-organized Tours,Since
Many Are On VFR Tours

Customs Tour Travelers On Average Have A Higher Spend And
Are A Lucrative Segment

Self Organized
Travel 51%
Group Packaged
Tour 33%

Customized
Tours 15%

Tier 2nd Town Travelers Have Less Comfort With Online

Tour Operators
Through Transportation
Booking Office
Local Travel Agents

Through Friends and
Relatives In Destination

Online travel agents are witnessing a sharp rise in bookings in
recent times

Local travel agents have the highest growth rate
Online Travel Agents

INDIAN OUTBOUND TOURISM: DRIVERS
In India, the peak season for outbound travel comes during the school summer vacations in the period between
mid-April to end-June), while the Diwali festival holiday generally during end-October and early November as well as
the traditional Christmas and New Year’s holidays is also considered as the peak time when people plan their
outbound vacations.

SAFE AND SECURE DESTINATION

BEAUTY AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

VALUE FOR MONEY

ROMANTIC DESTINATION

FAMILY FRIENDLY DESTINATION

FOOD, WINE AND LOCAL CUISINE

LOCAL HOSPITALITY

CLEAN AND GOOD INFRASTRUCTURE

GREAT SHOPPING

EASE OF OBTAINING VISA

RICH HISTORY AND HERITAGE

LEISURE ACTIVITIES, NIGHTLIFE

LUXURY ACCOMMODATION AND FACILITIES

GOOD QUALITY ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS

COASTAL SCENERY

INTERESTING LOCAL WILDLIFE

GREAT SWIMMING BEACHES

NATIVE OR CULTURAL HERITAGE

FLIGHTS WITH NO STOP-OVERS

Safety and security, world-class beauty and natural environments, value for money, a romantic destination and a
family friendly destination have emerged as the top five preferences of outbound travelers.

SEGMENTING TRAVEL DESTINATIONS
The global financial downturn, currency depreciation and negative sentiments across almost every sector of the economy
have resulted in causing major barriers for outbound travel from India, especially for people who love to go on long-haul destinations. The people have
now become more specific in their travel choices and carry out detailed research of the place they want to visit, all thanks to social media that offer the
perfect platform to solve all your queries.
The expansion of the outbound travel industry is dependent of several factors and is being mainly driven by an increase in disposable income, a broadening
middle class, greater consumer appetite for outbound travel, a price-competitive airline industry and the emergence of the internet as an efficient medium
to conduct travel transactions.
Based on our detailed research and study, we have divided the top 15 travel destinations in three broad categories keeping in mind all the essential
financial parameters, such as flight ticket prices, hotel accommodation costs, local travel expenses and food & drink costs in order to help people make their
travel choices after evaluating every aspect of the shortlisted destinations.
These destinations have been ruling India’s outbound travel market for the last so many years and they are expected to do so in the near future as each
destination has one thing or the other to cater to the demand of every individual. However, there are several other countries that have also been emerging
on the must-visit list of experimental travelers.
This classification would also come handy for travel agents and tour operators in segmenting their target audiences and sell the customer exactly what the
customer is looking for.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
India has been seen as one of the biggest and the most important outbound travel markets in the world. The travel decision is mainly
determined by both the internal and the external factors. The internal forces inspire people to travel to different destinations, while the external forces of
destination countries attract them and they make the final decision. Therefore, it is very much imperative for the operators to have a complete understanding
of the consumer behavior characteristics of Indian outbound tourists as well as the factors that influence their choice of tourist destination.
The consumer takes care of several aspects before reaching on to any decision - physical and social surroundings, time and cost, and attraction of the destination play a major role. The decision-making process involves various phases – identifying needs, searching information, assessing alternatives and
buying. There are several factors that majorly influence the destination choice of outbound tourists in India, including trip expenses, duration of the stay,
monthly household income and social class.
People in India have now become well-informed individual travelers who are more socially active, all thanks to social media sites and smartphones.
They want to explore and opt for trips that are value for money and meet their expectations completely.
The urban population of India is now going for offbeat and experiential tours, majorly contributing in the
Familiarity
adventure and unique experience travel segment. On the other hand, people in the tier II markets are
Visa
Ease
opting for short duration trips to international destinations including Malaysia, Thailand and the UAE.
Food+Stay
In such a highly competitive and at the same time rapidly expanding market,
tour operators have to be innovative and experimental in terms of deals they are
Factors Determining
offering to travelers. The tour operators are primarily required to identifying the travel
Outbound Travel Decision
behavior and patterns of Indian travelers that include destination choice, travel purpose,
spending power, holiday activities, air transport and media or internet use trends.
All these factors come very handy in order to cater to each segment accordingly and efficiently.
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Apart from these parameters, there are also some other factors
that affect the travel choices of people in some way or the other.

Demographics: Rural, Semi Urban, Urban
Age: Young, Mid, Older
Income: Low, Mid, High
Profession: Blue Collar, Service Class, CEO
These factors are highly inter-related with the primary parameters as outbound travel choices would probably be different for

Budget

Economical
Mid
High

people living in tier I, tier II or tier III cities and belong to different
age group, income bracket and profession.

TRENDS & FINDINGS
BOOMING MIDDLE CLASS
India's importance in global tourism is widely accepted as its growing and affluent middle class has a desire to travel, especially to new destinations.
The size of the Indian middle class currently stands at approximately more than 350 million; roughly the size of the population of the US and growing at an
estimated 40-50 million annually. With 17% of the world’s population (and a median age of 25 years), India is ranked as one of the top five countries for
potential outbound travel.

NET SET GO
The reliance on third party reviews when choosing a holiday destination has increased. Indians globally ranked 1st in consulting traveler reviews (62%),
travel guidebooks (58%), travel magazines/TV shows (54%) and 2nd in consulting social media (42%), news stories (42%) and travel blogs (47%). In fact,
nearly nine in ten (89%) of vacationers who traveled or plan to travel internationally felt that it was important to learn the local culture and history of their
international beach vacation destinations.

APP-SOLUTELY FUN
Planning your trip has become easy and fun because of all the travel apps that are now available. Most travel portals too realised the popularity of these
apps, and launched apps that would help their business soar. Google maps, makemytrip, flighttrack, and Viber are among the most popular apps in India.

SOLO TRAVEL
With the youngsters beginning to earn at an early age, the spending capacity is definitely higher. But busy schedules leave them with fewer options when it
comes to finding travel mates. This then has led to many youngsters opting to travel on their own time. Also with the various apps that are now available to
people, travelling has become easier. Finding accommodation or a particular restaurant is now just a few clicks away.

SPREAD THE BUG
Enticing those sitting at home, are the posts and updates on social networking and micro-blogging websites. Sharing pictures instantly is the name of the
game today. It’s no surprise then that the travel bug is spreading far and wide. Planning itineraries has become easier. Detailed blogs have made it easier
for people to plan a budget trip.

READY, STEADY, CHEESE!
57% Indians share their photos on social networks like Facebook and Twitter, a trend led by Malaysians (68% )
54% of Indians email/text photos to family/friends, followed by South Korea at 51% and the US at 47%
34% blog about their experience, sharing photos/videos, a trend led by South Koreans with 39%
Holiday selfie: You've heard about the 'selfie'. It was, after all, the word of 2013, with the approval of Oxford Dictionaries. Well, selfies are set to be the mainstay in 2014 too, albeit with an appendage: 'holiday selfies' (also called 'braggies'). They have become popular as celebrities like Rihanna, often hounded by
the paparazzi, have decided to turn the tables and post pictures of themselves while on vacation. A poll conducted online recently had 5.4 million Britons
admitting to 'braggies' within just 10 minutes of arriving at their holiday destination.

FILMLY EFFECT

Innovative destination promotion is the next big way to up visitor arrivals and films are being viewed as a brilliant means
to grow the tourism exchequer. Destinations continue to dangle the bait for Indian film makers. The Indian film industry has been going places, quite literally.
And in its wake, apart from generating eyeballs, the footfalls in the respective countries that the films have been shot at have multiplied over time. Even
countries that have only recently entered the Indian market have zoomed in on films as a strategy for marketing and promotions.

DESTINATION UNKNOWN

Traditionally popular places never go out of fashion, but people are now keen to explore places that will help them beat the vacationing crowd. Rather than
going for the well known beaches, a secluded shore is higher on many tourists’ list. A few years back Ladakh rose on every traveller’s must-see places. Today,
with an extremely high number of people travelling to Ladakh, people are keen to find out more such places that they can visit. On the international circuit,
smaller islands and places like Fiji and Armenia are making their presence felt.

FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC & SPORT

Music festivals and sport events have helped give tourism in various places a huge boost. The same holds true for popular festivals like Oktober fest or the
Tomatina festival. In fact the influx of people wanting to participate in the Tomatina festival was so high that the event organisers made it a ticketed event. In
the country, various festival like Sunburn have always been high on music lovers’ list. Sports events like the Olympics or football tournaments too have seen
a huge surge in tourists flying in. Most countries have taken note of this trend, and in 2014 there is likely to be a surge in the number of music festivals that
are held across the globe.

WE LOVE HAVING FUN!

Indians are among the most fun loving people when on vacation, with the highest percentage of any nationality being involved in various activities such as
Spa (47%), playing volleyball (43%), water sports (52%) and running (65%)
India has the second highest percentage of shopping lovers on vacation, with 76% of people indulging in shopping while on vacation. Singapore tops the
trend, at 78%
India stands third when it comes to enjoying nightlife/dancing, with 51% of Indians going for it, led by Brazillians at 64% and Mexicans at 57%
The top five activities that Indians indulge in at the beach include walking at 85%, swimming-67%, running/jogging-65%, People-watching- 62%, and
sunbathing at 53%

SOCIAL TRAVEL
In 2014, as travelers continue to maintain thriving online social lives, online communities that share common interests will inspire more group travel and online
social groups will combine resources and efforts to fund and organize more travel excursions.
This expanding global phenomenon of social travel and social-inspired travel is seeing rise in highly populated countries such as India, where social media
has become a critical means to promote tourism for the Indian Ministry of Tourism. Euromonitor, in its recent global trends World Travel Market report, noted
that 70% of all four- and five-star hotels in India’s main cities have established their social media presence.
A tech-driven, highly social culture of travel has also helped to proliferate peer-to-peer travel. Digital-based peer-to-peer travel companies such as Airbnb will
likely continue to benefit from a growing reliance on the interpersonal connections travelers make online to create the most memorable and affordable travel
experiences.

MOBILE BOOKING

Proportion of Travellers Using
Social media During Travel

Travel is movement, and travelers continue to take advantage of tech-driven mobility while
accomplishing travel-related tasks. According to Expedia, more than 65% of those who
reserve hotel rooms last minute (within 24 hours of check-in) use mobile devices for booking.
In this culture of rapid speed and immediacy, instant, easy access to travel – whether to book
flights or hotels, write travel reviews, or compare travel accommodations, attractions or deals –
has become increasingly imperative. The “travel trade is using mobile devices as a sales and
customer service channel and has developed mobile concierge services,” reports Euromonitor.
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WIDER RELIANCE ON MULTIPLE TRAVEL APPS
& THE MOST RELEVANT DATA
The future of travel is more mobile than many other industries and includes an expanding list of and access to highly focused mobile travel apps and tools
that collect and leverage an array of specific traveler and traveler-sought data.
APIs allow travel companies to “pull from” this rapidly growing data pool and connect many different types of secure and wide-spanning partner data and
functionality so that travelers can accomplish more in one place, e.g., view extensive attraction reviews and information, book hotel rooms, and make
restaurant reservations on the same interface.
Travel companies will more and more use developer technologies and APIs to advance usability, creating more seamless, convenient and expedited user
experiences that drive user satisfaction and loyalty and save time and resources on building in-house technologies that replicate data already in existence.

LOCALIZED, PERSONALIZED, CUSTOMIZED,
BUT MORE GLOBAL

Proportion Of Leisure Travellers Who Use
Smartphones To Make Bookings (By Age Groups)
SINGAPORE

In 2014, travelers live and travel in a truly global playground, with easier access to information
about and travel to vibrant and exotic locales around the world. And with countless options
KOREA
not just for itineraries but also for itinerary planning and booking, travelers have become
more selective than ever.
JAPAN

Travelers this year will want more unique and individually catered travel experiences
that stand apart from the cookie-cutter travel excursion and that have a personalized feel.
They respond to more localized apps for travel and more customized messaging that appeal
to them on a more individual level while at the same time seeking the platforms
that give them the broadest access on the most global scale.
Travelers of 2014 will effectively scour through a wide spectrum of options to find the
adventures and excursions that are just right for them.
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AROUND THE CLOCK WORK AND TRAVEL
Cloud and Internet technology has created the anywhere and everywhere flexibility for many to work while they travel and vice versa. Global wanderers will
continue to work from their WI-FI enabled accommodations and professionals will take more work excursions abroad for greater team building and
enrichment.
Hotels are functioning as “offices of the future” with both business and leisure guests using hotel rooms for day stays rather than night stays, hosting
meetings and unwinding between flights and appointments in day-use hotel rooms.
From the first spoke on the first wheel, technology has expanded the way that people travel and move. Still today and perhaps in more ways than we imagined,
technology drives and furthers our travel experiences.

KEY INFERENCES FOR MARKETERS
•Targeted Approach: It is the foremost and important thing for marketers to identify the right segment for your market and target that group accordingly.
•It is equally essential to build community and conversations with end consumers in order to develop personal relationships, resulting in creating confidence
and trust in your services.
•Marketers are also required to tap opinion leaders within consumer groups as they are emerging as parallel influencers along with tour operators.
•Today’s internet generation is highly dependent on social media to gather information that ultimately results in influencing one’s decision. So this particular
area needs to be taken care of by remaining active on all social networking sites.
•Indian film and entertainment industry needs to be engaged in a creative manner in order to build awareness and aspirational value.
•Growth in numbers will be led by Indians residing in the emerging cities of India (beyond metros) and not rural, while growth in value will come from metros
(corporate and business travel).
•Destination that provides better air connectivity will result in attracting more customers.
•Food is one of the major aspects considered by customers while deciding for a particular destination. So a destination which provides Indian connect will
score higher as compared to other destination in the similar bracket
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